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ABSTRACT

We live in a world of a constant fast-changing global market, where in order to attain a competitive advantage the organisation needs to effectively exploit their resources, which initially eliminates redundancy and makes complete use of every resource available to the company. This in turn, develops processes which would be able to meet business goals of the organization. Success is no longer initiated or linked to traditional inputs such as land, labour and capital, instead it is based on the capabilities of the employees and their “Knowledge”. Although, it has often been said that balance sheet represents true value of a firm, however it does not really reflect some the organizations most valuable assets. Knowledge being either tangible or intangible is and extremely valuable asset to the company as well as its employees. The experience, expertise and knowledge of its employees have an effect on the companies’ competitiveness, its status in the market, its earning and the companies share attractiveness to shareholders and stakeholders. Further on, Knowledge could be used as a strategy, being the company’s assets. Majority of organizations are primarily knowledge-focused, where data and information is collected in order to produce either a product or service. During the production process the organization would use its own attained (and various others) knowledge and information. This information in an enterprise would usually come from their employees, therefore it is important for the organization to hire the proper and correct individuals. Lotus and IBM is an ideal platform for Knowledge Management (KM) due to the fact that it allows individuals to not only interact but as well collaborate in ways that add business value, which would help people capture and categorized the knowledge being provided, hence making it available to the rest of the businesses in order for the business to have an advantage. IBM had developed a set of solutions which are applied to specific challenges faced by KM systems which are all field of integrated expertise in areas of Information Technology.
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Introduction

This chapter is to presents a background of knowledge management, tacit and explicit knowledge. This chapter begins with the background how to use knowledge management in organizations. Next the chapter presents detailed sections of the research problem, research, scope and significance of the study.

Study Background

Today’s current market is extremely competitive, where the main concern of many businesses is reducing their costs and increasing their sale numbers in order to gain higher profits and advantage competitive-wise. The constant increasing amount of competition in business has led firms to look for effective ways to gain an advantage in the market (Argote, 2000). Therefore, firms are in constant need to gain and use new knowledge continuously, throughout the year. Moreover, it should be noted that the increasing changes in information technology has caused the demands of customers to create a need for experts, who would be able to lead the company in right direction, and would be able to adopt to all the environmental changes which are ongoing (Lubit, 2001).

Knowledge management (KM) is said to be the extent of the organizations capability to fully utilize its employee’s knowledge and expertise, in vast and various was such as either creating, sharing, or making efficient use of their knowledge in order to increase productivity in the work environment, and cut out such activities which could be repetitive or “reinvent the wheel” which has been moved to the forefront of many corporate agendas (Fontaine and Lesser, 2002).

KM is the discipline of enabling individuals, teams and entire organizations to collectively and systematically create, share and apply knowledge, to better achieve their objectives (Alnashri,2015).

KM can be addressed from two different perspectives:

1. More people-oriented as it focuses on people and organization.
2. Places the emphasis on information technologies as enabling technologies (Rollett,2012).

The difference between these two perspectives is the level at which knowledge management is applied:

In people-oriented KM, the focus is on the people, the organisation and the associated working and communication processes rather than on the technology.

The objective of technology-oriented KM is to support knowledge workers in companies at an operational level. That is, information technology is used as enabling technology to provide the knowledge.

The two major forms of knowledge are said to be tacit and explicit knowledge.
Tacit knowledge is automatic, it is usually used by an organization to determined how the company would govern the collective behavior and such of its employees. It basically requires little to no time or even though (Liebowitz and Beckman, 1998).

On the other hand, explicit knowledge, which has been said to be stored in the hierarchy of databases in a system, is knowledge which is carefully put down and codified. It can be accessed through high quality, reliable, and fast information retrieval systems. Once it has been codified, it allows individuals to reuse the information in order to solve any problems, or even to interact and connect with other individuals with useful and valuable information as such. This type of sharing process of knowledge, often does requires an immense investment in the systems and resources available need to support the information system required (Hansen et al., 1999).

There should be a daily virtual importance on knowledge, especially in the commercial life, in all areas by organizations, since all fields and aspects of knowledge are said to be vital for the success of any organization at any level, in a sense knowledge is power, and it should be a widely applied, preserved, and efficiently used by both individuals and organizations. Knowledge is an intangible, identifiable asset of any organization, even if it is intangible it does provide an extreme value to the company, one way or another.

On the other hand, knowledge capital is the term given to intangible assets which are combined and are able to enable the company to functions, an example could be either, service capability and customer capability (Yogesh, 2000).

Knowledge management is not only of importance to the success and growth of an organization, as previously mentioned, with the knowledge being attained it also aids in the development and growth of a community. This is only because knowledge is the core and foundation as well as the cause of any economic progress of a community (Ragab and Arisha, 2013). In order to be up to the par with the ongoing demands of globalization, each nation has the need to provide such knowledge to the people of all communities, and ensure that there are knowledge related facilities widely available to them, all of which would be managed by KM (Wiig, 2007). The management of such a knowledge such as capturing, creating, and the transfer of it key to an innovative company (Nonaka et al, 1995).

The process of knowledge management it said to be essential in order for the system to be effective, and to genuinely work, where personal knowledge is taken and is used for the organization, making it corporate knowledge which would be shared to other individuals, and widely applies in other departments. The daily implementation of the process, in work activities enables the companies' sustainability in the constantly changing market (Daud and Yusuf, 2008).

Many organizations have been seen to develop their own processes, breaking from the norms and not following the usual process, this would be based on their already existing resources and IT strategies, extending in the IT infrastructure department (mostly in the manufacturing and market technology companies). For a successful company and application, the comprehension of both knowledge branches being tactic and explicit knowledge should be clearly understood by the organization, how it is being created and even shared across the board throughout the entire organization.

Downsizing staff could often create a gap of missing information, therefore causing there to be a need for such missing informal knowledge attained through individuals, to be replaced with formal methods, through this it could be seen that each employed individual is a genuine asset to the success of the company. In situations of early retirements, or even where there is an increase in the mobility of the work force and turnover which in conclusion could cause there to be a loss of employees, KM is vital because it stores such informal knowledge and is able to pass it on. The lack of necessary missing information could cause a lot of issues in the companies, therefore KM prevents all this.

The management of knowledge could be capable of cutting costs, and have a significant and obvious impact in the employee’s performance, as well as the company’s position in the market (Omotayo, 2015). IBM face that 47% of Gen X would leave their current job for another offering more money and a more innovative environment compared to only 42% of Millennials (IBM Survey, 2014); this research paper focused on the relationship between tacit and explicit, and emphasized on suggestions for improving the effectiveness of both fields.

In this paper, will focus on enhancement of knowledge management process in organizations and the two majors forms of knowledge which are (Tacit and Explicit knowledge). This research will use a case study which is one type of qualitative research method (IBM). Whereby this research addressed how IBM use knowledge management to support the decision making. By using SECI model, Nonaka (1994).

Related Works

Becerra-Fernandez et al. (2004) was of the view that knowledge should come first above all, and all formal data's being places in systems and such should come last. This thinking suggests that knowledge is in essence information which should lead all actions, and decisions being taken within in a company. According to Davenport and Prusak 1998 where they have stated a different meaning of it: "Knowledge is a group of information and mix of all experiences and values which are given to evaluating and fusing the whole things to become one thing and applied in the people minds. Like the reports or storehouses as well as in hierarchical schedules, procedures, practices, and standards in the organization.”

The management of knowledge is basically a concept with various of opinion and views, where there have been many statements of definitions being made on the process in literature, therefore there has been bound to be some differences between authors which will be discussed.

Professor Michael Sutton (2008) of the Gore School of Business at Westminster College reported at the ICKM (International Conference on Knowledge Management) meeting in 2008 that he had assembled a library of more than 100 of them (McInerney and Koenig, 2011). Where he was essentially of the view that (KM) has two definitions.
In the start of the existence of such a process Davenport (1994) made the following statement: “knowledge management is the process of capturing, distributing, and effectively using knowledge”, being a clear and straightforward statement and point of view of the process.

Down the line, after a couple of years came along Gartner Group whom come up with another meaning of the process, being the most frequently cites (Carlucci et al. (2004) suggested that knowledge management is a discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, and sharing all of an enterprise’s information assets with others over the long term. These assets may include databases, documents, policies, procedures, and previously un-captured expertise and experience in individual workers. Both definitions share a very organizational, a very corporate orientation. KM, historically at least, is primarily about managing the knowledge of and in organizations.

There have been various criticisms of the process of “Knowledge Management” which have generally arisen from misunderstanding or even a lack of clear understanding of the objectives of the entire process, all arguments are said to be unconvincing. Knowledge management could also be called “Knowledge Sharing” based on suggestion, or even ‘knowledge flow management,’ which was used by (Leistner, 2010) in his book "Mastering Organizational Knowledge Flow ".

Therefore, in the end we can say the process of knowledge management would involve both the preservation and the extraction of informal knowledge from individuals, including intellectual assets (knowledge assets) based on enforcement (Blair, 2002). Another author is of the view that the practical applications of knowledge management includes processes for data management, strategically leveraging instructional and information technologies and tools, and governance structures (Ardichvili and Yoon, 2009).

Executives and senior leaders have point of view, they agree that the knowledge their employees hold is the most valuable asset to an organization; therefore, it is of grave importance to be able to point of the most uniquely valuable knowledge just in case the company would be in the midst of having the information be perished or lost forever through either the individual retiring or leaving work or such situations (Dalkir, 2011).

The literature that will be provided will show that there are two types of knowledge in an organization, tactic and explicit. Nonaka explains that the process of tactic knowledge is technically the transfer of knowledge being from one individual to another through interaction between colleagues, the outside world and such (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Tacit knowledge is the knowledge or information rooted in action or experience that is formed around intangible factors (Ansari et al., 2009). On the other hand, Grant, 2007 defined tacit knowledge (TK), as being based on a person’s experiences in life and such and cannot actually be extracted or kept in any way.

According to Johnson, 2007 “we know more than we can tell” TK which could be seen as subjective and to an extent personal, in way it is able to managed through the use of certain tools. Nonaka goes on to explain knowledge as being explicit, being able to be moved on or transferred through combination, such information could be seen through emails, data bases and every information being keyed on or into a system. It basically needs the proper collection of the wide range of information, making it understandable then widely accessible to individuals. This process gives way for knowledge to rotate amongst individuals throughout the organization (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) making it easier for everyone.

Other authors whom have similar points of view such as, James and Lindsay, 2005 says that explicit knowledge is the knowledge or information stored in documents or other form of media. The stronger the integration between these three knowledge types the greater the chances of an organization to succeed. The method in which both types of knowledge could be classified is that explicit knowledge (EK) can be stored and codified on a system or even database and can never be lost (Stevens et al., 2010). This is where most individuals are of the view that information technology plays a vital role in storing such information in a company (Sanchez,2004).

The sharing of knowledge occurs through a dynamic process where organization are in continuous interactions with customers and suppliers and in order to innovate or creatively imitate (Lall ,2000). The determination of whether or not the sharing of information or learning actually occurs within a company is largely based on whether or not there is a transfer of knowledge between colleagues or even departments, which in which such information is shared between them, through this it could be seen whether or not the organization is capable of being successful in such terms (Cummings, 2002). The ideas and methods of exchanging ideas, such a theory, is said to be based on (Settoon et al.,1996) "assumption from perceived organizational support theory" (Eisenberger et al., 1986), "Time frame" which has been adopted from (Amabile, 2002), as well as "the culture of sharing information and ideas" which has been adopted from (Ruppel and Harrington, 2001) and many other methods which are used to build confidence between employees. In addition, Louw (2013) were of the view that the higher administrative individuals should be able to push and support such users to use collaboration technology which would be done through either holding trainings or motivation.

Research methodologies

This research will use a case study which is one type of qualitative research method. In manufacturer and market computer companies like Lenovo, Dell, HP and IBM these large companies have technically built their knowledge management system through years of feedback and based on the international organization which could have so much impact.

The company is an American multinational technology, it was originated in 1924 as International Business Machines. Applying IBM to this research to show how the company try to preserve intellectual assets, their approach was basically to transform and change the company into being based on knowledge management, where such "connection Lotus Notes" have been specifically designed for the purpose of sharing such knowledge and information and the development of the department of IT. This could
result in the achievement or the accomplishment of the sharing of information and experience at IBM, being not only for the purpose of administration but also for external individuals such as clients, through providing them with better solutions to IT.

Company background of (IBM)

"International Business Machines" (IBM) is a globally company "which basically manufactures and sells computer services software and hardware as well as financing services in support of its computer business". It offers its products globally in more than 170 countries, worldwide with over 380,000 employees and $ 81,741 billion revenue and derives more than half of its revenues from sales outside the United States (IBM annual report,2015).

IBM provides services regarding social networking which claims to be able to add on to the enterprise in such ways as improving search tools, time efficiency's well as the ability to share documents and templates that are required daily (Zaffar&Ghazawneh 2011).

Knowledge management efforts in IBM are within four areas: internal, offerings and services, and research. The internal focus started in IBM as early as 1994 within the Global Services Software Group business units. In 1998, a corporate KM effort (KM Blue) was established under the auspices of Human Resources with the goal of raising awareness of KM within the business units States (Nandeshwar and Jayasimha ,2010).

Nonaka's Model of Knowledge

Based on Nonka (1994) there is said to be theory of organizational knowledge which is divided into two dimensions. The first dimension is related to the transfer or even the exchange of knowledge from the level of tacit level to explicit level, and vice versa, while the second dimension is said to be related to the conversion of knowledge from individuals to groups. He further on makes an assumption based on the "SECI model", the assumption being that knowledge is done through the conversion of tacit and explicit knowledge which basically then branches out to four different "modes" of knowledge conversion:

The first process from tacit to tacit, of creating tacit knowledge through shared experience has been called socialization. The second process from explicit to explicit, which is done through social interaction between individuals by talking and using words, which is technically a process called combination. The third process is externalization being the conversion of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge (Toyama, & Byosiere, 2001) & (Nonaka, 1994, p.14).

The fourth process of internalization, which basically involves the change of explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge, where explicit knowledge is basically embodied as tacit knowledge. These four process are basically models and a framework for the relevant process for the management of knowledge in IBM.

![Conversion of knowledge between tacit and explicit forms (Nonaka,1995)](image)

Discussion

The KM program in IBM has been said to extract and make the exchange of knowledge easier between individuals and different departments (Murray, 2010). The main focus of KM is the management of such information, and ensure that all individuals within a company are able to participate ad share their knowledge in order to support and contribute to such a system, it has caused there to be an awareness between individuals.

In order to ease the reuse of knowledge assets, each unit comprises of a different asset management program. The "asset-reuse" program is across the board in the company aiding in re-using such information globally, and internationally (Stephens, 2006). Which basically is said to be the exchange of a lot of personal individual things such as thoughts, and information (Chiu et al., 2006). Through the provided system being the "IBM Connection system", the employees are able to efficiently and quickly access all information on one database. Moreover, the sharing of knowledge could also be external, it could be attained by getting customers opinions and so one in order to build a larger knowledgeable database.

As discussed IBM’s Knowledge management activities are based either explicit or tacit, and which could be widely available or only available to one individual. IBM defines explicit knowledge as that is being on database and is easy to access. On the other
hand, tacit knowledge is said to be intangible and is instilled in the employees of the company. All explicit and tacit knowledge, should be able to exchanged amongst all individuals within a company (Mertins et al. 2003).

In this study, will focus deeply to see what are IBM steps to use knowledge management in their works process.

**How IBM use Knowledge management**

Knowledge Strategy of IBM: ‘chooses the correct individuals in order to extract and spread knowledge in company’. According to Nonaka model 1995, first, IBM created a group for individuals within the same department or individuals that basically do the same job in IBM labelled as ‘knowledge networks’. Being held responsible to collect such information and store it and then spread it. Such network consists of “methods, procedures, tools, experiences and documentation”, achieving socialization.

Second process is Externalization, knowledge networks acquired a set of roles for handling the data. Where the is a team leader and a team, as well as router which will go through the knowledge and information being placed on the database, then there is an individual being chosen to read and evaluate (Fontaine and Millen, 2004).

Third process is Combination, the knowledge processed in IBM would be either classified as "operational data, knowledge resources, intellectual assets, examination and exploration, material obtained" via the intranet and the data available on the internet, all of which have been collected from previous projects and such. Organization is necessary and is done through certain methods, and is then place in a databank, “the knowledge assets repository”.

Finally, in Internalization process, IBM daily encourages their teams to share such information and knowledge and to reuse it, where IBM offer the and uses the customized software like Lotus Notes/Domino which is application platform ’client-server collaborative’ (Lotus Notes and Domino).

Hence, we can have noted that IBM apply (Nonaka,1995) steps to collect work process of the knowledge to use it in proper way. IBM achieved the objectives by using tacit and explicit knowledge.

IBM Collaboration and Knowledge, leads 10 employees who focus on KM from a corporate perspective. The integration of collaboration and knowledge into portals and the way people learn is a major focus for IBM. It's very much an evolution to bring that learning right to the work experience.

As for the retirement issue, IBM has come with a solution basically offering them to cut their hours by 40% and their pay by 30% which is pretty smart as well as increasing the shareholders EPS to $20 by 2015 which IBM calls Roadmap 2015 and workers internally call Road Kill 2015 (Annual report,2014).

**IBM uses tools to sustain and keep information through such methods:**

First tool, "K-station Porta", which provides information about IBM's competition and even lists down their products, where it could be used to gather information and aid in proposals. (Indu,2009). Second tool, "ICM AssetWeb" being based on "Lotus Notes" which distributes information within departments and organization (Mack et al., 2001). Third tool, "Knowledge Café“ acting as a storehouse where all data is being stored into categories and such. When used, you are able to look through all information or even add your own opinion and such, due to the fact that it is globally connected, employees from around the world are able to interact (Ruppel and Harrington,2001). "On Demand Workplace" is the last tool, where IBM created it as an online training for individuals emphasizing on the important positions at work, so the individuals could have access to any trainings going on in their field of interest, where it would also record and suggest the trainings (IBM On Demand Workplace) (Robert, 2004).

**Conclusion and future direction:**

In conclusion, organizations should encourage and develop a method for their employees to share knowledge, unless expected by the organization, the employees should share it regardless, especially explicit knowledge due to the fact that it would be easier to put down into the system code. This process technically helps in managing information making it easier to understand and causes the efficient use of all the available resources, it also has individuals interact on a personal level, due to the fact that the information and expertise would be available at any time, for individuals to make use of it efficiently in their work. IBM, as previously discussed, strongly promotes the exchange of knowledge and has even built a vast storehouse of knowledge. Due to the fact that this system is extremely efficient anyone anywhere is able to access the information (Indu, &Govind, 2009). This study, finding that IBM created a business solution by closing the gap s of (downsizing staff, early retirements and turnover) which are involved hardware, and software in order to provide international exchange of knowledge, focusing on the main idea to make knowledge easier in order to make the business successful.

The limitation of this study is IBM recently has a new technology which is Watson. It does not point in this paper. It is a significant role in evolution of applications that automate knowledge creation by providing the intelligence answer. It will reduce the manual overhead of traditional KM for organizations. They will recognize the knowledge solutions. It is recommended to use this technology in future researches to share that how much is helpful for the organizations.
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